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Our Vision

We want to create programs aimed at employment services and implement them
so that their kindness, care and quality make them a role model of a client-centered
approach, serving all in need of them, mainly those disadvantaged in various ways.

Our Mission

We strive to provide the kind of support, counseling and services that assist participants in our programs to subsequently find employment and fully participate in the
social and economic life of their communities.

Our History

The EPIC non-profit organization was registered in Slovakia on 19 June 2012 by
its parent organization EPIC Employment Service Inc. seated in Brisbane, Australia.
As of 1 July 2015, the organization adopted a new name, EPIC Assist that better
reflects its new organizational structure resulting from economic and professional
growth and geographical expansion of the organization.
The original organization EPIC Employment Service was established in 1990. In the
beginning, it had four employees providing services to the clients in their vicinity.
Throughout the 25 years of its existence, EPIC Assist has grown into a well-established organization employing more than 400 people working in 50 regional centers in three countries of the world. Annually, it assists more than 15,000 individuals
in their search for a meaningful job and following their full participation in the social
and economic life of their communities.
EPIC Assist is one of the leaders in promoting innovative solutions in employing
people with different kinds of disadvantages or disabilities. Thanks to the high professionalism of its employees, consisting of training and education with practical
experience, EPIC can successfully fulfill specific requirements of both employers
and job seekers.
The decision to open the first European branch in Bratislava was based on previous
experience with various organizations in Slovakia. The cooperation mainly focused
on improving the quality of employment services and increasing employment of
people with various disabilities.
EPIC in Slovakia strives to achieve the following:
• Influence public policies on employment and social inclusion of marginalized
groups;
• Initiate and assist in preparation and implementation of programs targeting increased employment on the local level;
• Raise awareness about employment of people with various types of disabilities.
EPIC non-profit organization strives to achieve its goals aimed at increasing employment and employability of people disadvantaged in the open labor market in
the following five program areas:
• Support of employment of people with disabilities;
• Support of municipality social businesses;
• Promoting youth employment;
• Support of international labour mobility;
• Support of public policies.
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EPIC is a proud member of the American Chamber of Commerce in the Slovak Republic and Social Innovation Europe.

Structure

EPIC non-profit organization was established by its parent organization EPIC Employment Service seated in Brisbane, Australia.
The supreme organizational body is its Board of Directors. It has three members
out of which the president is elected. The members of the Board of Directors are:
• Brother Donald Cambell, president
• Michael Eastgate, member
• Bill Gamack, member.
All members of the Board of EPIC non-profit organization are also members of the
Board of Directors of EPIC Assist.
The statutory representative of the organization is Keith Martin, CEO and General
Manager for International Services in EPIC Assist.
In 2015, the main consultant of the organization was Zuzana Polačková who also
served as the Regional Coordinator for Europe.
In 2015, EPIC non-profit organization employed the following individuals:
• Anna Čonková, Junior Program Analyst;
• Dagmar Mokrá, Project Manager;
• Michaela Mudroňová, Project Manager of Youth Employment Program;
• Eva Oravcová, Project Manager;
• Patrícia Patkaňová, Junior Program Officer;
• Michal Smetánka, Expert on Social Economy;
• Michaela Stančíková, Assistant.
EPIC’s expert and managing team also included two subcontractors (freelancers),
including Regional Coordinator Zuzana Polačková, and 31 individuals providing
their services based on short-term work contracts (various short-term assignments
within projects).
The financial books were kept by Jana Šmahovská, a subcontracted accountant.
Various other services were provided via subcontracting.
In 2015, the organization was seated at Panenská 29, Bratislava 811 03.

Activities

In 2015, EPIC non-profit organization carried out its activities in the following five
program areas:
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Support of employment of people with disabilities

The aim of the program is to propose solutions to enhance opportunities for employment and employability of people with a disability.
The main program activities include: awareness-raising on employing people with
a disability among employers; drafting innovative legislative solutions; creating
employment programs for people with disabilities for specific employers.
In 2015, EPIC non-profit organization continued working with key employers’ associations in Slovakia, relevant non-governmental organizations and employers associated with the American Chamber of Commerce. Discussion about creating targeted programs for people with disabilities continued with various corporations such
as DELL and Profesia.sk; so did the work on implementing the Australian Supported
Wage System module (hereinafter “SWS“) in the Slovak Republic.
EPIC non-profit organization continued in its active cooperation with representatives of EC DG Employment in its efforts to efficiently use the resources of the Operational Program Human Resources that represents the main funding framework for
activities aimed at increasing employment/employability of people with disabilities
in 2014-2020.
In 2015, the program implementation framework and instruments used for fulfilling
its goals consisted of the following projects:

Project title and registration number

Tools to increase employability of people with disability
No. of project agreement: G/343/13/80000/3/62Z

Project duration

1 October 2013 – 31 December 2015

Source of funding/donor

Fond pre mimovládne organizácie financovaný z Finančného mechanizmu EHP 2009
– 2014 a spravovaný Nadáciou otvorenej spoločnosti – Open Society Foundation
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Amount of grant support

Total project budget: €76,897.00
Amount of support: €68,814.49
Income in 2015: €40,355.00
Expenditures in 2015: €40,355.00

Project summary

Seven of every 10 people with disabilities are outside of the labor market in Slovakia. Having a professional career contributes to shaping one´s identity. Being perceived as different by the majority, Slovak people with disabilities unfortunately are
often not able to pursue their career or professional life. In many cases, they do not
even try to pursue careers, losing their ambition due to long-term frustration and
negative signals from the majority; or they do not develop any ambition at all.
This project tried to respond to this situation and initiate a public discussion on the possibilities of employing
people with disabilities who are often considered as
unemployable in the open labor market. The project
touched upon topics in which achieving substantial
progress requires change in the social paradigm. Even
though the project did not have the possibility to reach
significant systemic change, its partial steps definitely
led to overall improvement of the situation.
The project tested the use of the Australian supported
wage system module in practice. Thirteen people with
a disability were involved in the pilot stage and nine of
them kept their jobs. The module was documented and
continues to be used by some organizations and the Ministry of Labor, Social Affairs
and Family of the Slovak Republic (hereinafter the “MLSWF”) considers it to be a
useful inspiration and a baseline for change of the legislation. Changed attitudes
of some employers constitute an important impact of this project, which has been
documented through short videos produced beyond the scope of this project.
The project encouraged a discussion on supporting employment of people with
disabilities through reserved contracts and applying a social aspect in public procurement (hereinafter “PP”). Currently, EPIC non-profit organization is already cooperating with the first organizations that have been open to organizing PP with
social aspect, including City Hall of Bratislava or Fund for Support of Education).
A discussion about changing the rules for collecting a mandatory deduction for
failing to meet a mandatory quota on employing people with disability was also initiated during the project. This discussion resulted in drafting a proposal distributed
to various organizations. This draft document was also prepared for the Commissioner for People with Disabilities and her office.

Project goal

Projekt ma prispieť k existencii a obsahu verejnej odbornej diskusie o skvalitňovaní
The project contributes to opening a public expert discussion on improving the quality of life of people with disabilities via their enhanced possibilities to participate
and work in the open labor market.
The aim of the discussion is to introduce multiple instruments with a potential to
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support and encourage employability of people with different functional limitations
and disabilities. The aim is to translate those instruments into legislative bills that
should be prepared by all involved social partners. The overall goal is to support
the social and political acceptability of the presented proposals.

Expected outcomes

• Public expert discussion on improving the quality of life of people with disabilities;
• Enhance empathetic attitudes, mainly among the group of employers;
• Improve the legislative environment by making at least one legislative change.

Main project activities

• Networking;
• Identification of good practice – applicable modules;
• Drafting analytical and advocacy documents;
• Verification of the module in practice and promoting legislative changes.

Main project outputs in 2015 (including quantitative indicators)
In 2015, the project activities resulted in the following outputs:
More project info:

Output
Title

Target group
Date

Type Number

Analysis of the Australian SWS module

05/2015

Experts

n/a

Analysis of foreign funding systems of supported
employment and proposal for Slovakia

10/2015

Experts

n/a

24. 09. 2015

Experts, public

82

Dec/2015

Experts, people with
health disabilities

n/a

June/2015

Experts, employers

n/a

Developing background materials for submitting
legislative bill on amending Annex No. 1 to Act No.
5/2004: List of Personal Data and other Data Processed
for the Purpose of this Act

Nov/2015

Experts, members of the
Slovak National Council
- Political parties;
- MLSAF;
- Central Office of Labor,
Social Affairs and Family

n/a

Developing background materials needed for submitting
a legislative proposal to amend so-called deduction
for failing to employ mandatory share of people with
disabilities

Oct/2015

Experts, members of the
Slovak National Council
- Political parties;
- MLSAF;
- Central Office of Labor,
Social Affairs and Family

n/a

3. 02. 2015

Experts

13

International conference: Employing citizens with
disability in the labor market:
Experience and visions for 15 years of Radnička market
Metodológia uplatňovania modelu SWS v praxi
Methodology for labeling job offers preferentially
designated for people with a disability, developing
structure and content for a support information database
on employing people with disabilities for potential
employers

Discussion on measuring performance and drafting
methodology for implementing SWS
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Roundtable on NDIS * at MLSAF

30. 9. 2015

MLSAF

10

Seminar on social aspect in PP

7. 10. 2015

Experts

75

26-29. 04.
2015

Students with health
disabilities

13

Draft proposal of profiling registered job seekers in
Slovakia with the view to set unit prices

12. 05. 2015

Experts

22

Press conference on the occasion of roundtable 8 in
cooperation with the EC

7. 10. 2015

Journalists

9

Background documents for legislative proposals
presented in Dec. 2015

Nov/2015

Experts

n/a

Piloting SWS module in practice, 13 employees in the
open labor market

SeptDec/2015

Employers, employees
with disabilities

13

Methodology 3
Developing structure and content for support information
database on employing people with disabilities for
providers of support to potential employers of people
with disabilities.

Aug/2015

Organizations providing
support to potential
employers of people with
disabilities

n/a

ongoing

DELL company

n/a

21-22. 11.
Interpreters from/to sign
2015 and 5-6.
language
12. 2015 Deaf students at Comenius
University in Bratislava
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Seminar at secondary schools for students with disabilities
schools

Cooperation with DELL company in developing a
specialized employment program for people with
disabilities
Training for interpreters from/into sign language –
professional training for simultaneous interpretation of
lectures to deaf students at the Faculty of Philosophy,
Comenius University in Bratislava

*NDIS: National Disability Insurance Scheme – new Australian support system to people with disabilities

http://www.epic-org.eu/podpora-zamestnanosti-zdravotne-postihnutych/nastrojena-zvysovanie-zamestnatelnosti-ludi-so-zdravotnym-postihnutim/

Name and project registration number

Deafinitely Clean – Cleaning up without needless talk

Project goal and summary

Deafinitely Clean is a cleaning service provided exclusively by people with hearing
impairments. The project is built on principles of social business. The final product
is cleaning in households and offices in Bratislava.
The aim of the project is to provide work for deaf people and people with hearing
impairments in the open labor market, thus creating a bridge between the world
of deaf and hearing people. Deafinitely Clean has an ambition to facilitate work for
deaf people where they encounter the world of hearing individuals, are exposed
to mutual communication and get to know each other without stress from being
potentially turned down due to their health impairment – due to being different,
since the service of a deaf client is offered to the customers with an attractive slogan
cleaning without needless talk.
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On the other hand, hearing people often get their first direct experience with a
deaf person and that gives them the opportunity to learn how to communicate
with them. We believe this kind of experience can contribute to a more sensitive
perception by the majority of the world of people with disabilities. Deafinitely Clean
wants to focus attention on the everyday presence of deaf people in the world of
the hearing majority.
Deafinitely Clean was integrated into the EPIC organization in the fall of 2015. Originally, it had been established as a student project within an educational program at
Socrates Institute. The founder, Katarína Pazmanyová, offered the initiative to EPIC
non-profit organization, which gladly accepted this opportunity since Deafinitely
Clean fits into the activities and values of the organization very well. Deafinitely Clean has become a valuable part of the program increasing employability of people
with disabilities.
Our organization took over the project Deafinitely Clean with seven customers and
seven clients. However, due to strong bonds with the project founder many clients
lost their interest in continuing on when the umbrella organization was changed.
This has challenged us to rebuild the project on strong basis again.

Main project activities

• Client identification (deaf) and customers (companies and households) via personal references and active communication with both sides to the project with the
aim to identify needs and possibilities of both of them;
• Preparatory work on launching a website and web administration;
• Cooperation with organizations of people with hearing impairment and their
associated organizations;
• Administrative and legal aid, project organization;
• Fundraising.

Main project outputs in 2015 (including quantitative indicators)

• Looking for financial resources: submitted a grant proposal titled Flying Fish via
Provida Foundation that supports socially beneficial businesses. We were shortlisted along with nine other organizations, out of 90 applicants.
• Participation in the Impact Incubator program via Impact Hub, offering three
months of mentoring from high-quality Slovak and foreign mentors.

Source of funding/donor
• EPIC resources
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Suporting
municipality social
businesses
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Supporting municipality social businesses

The program goal is to provide small municipalities with technical assistance needed for founding and operating a municipality social business aimed at creating job
opportunities in the local community.
The goals of the program were fulfilled mainly through two projects supported
from a Block Grant for NGOs and Partnership Support of the Swiss-Slovak Cooperation Programme and the EU Programme for Education, Training, Youth and Sport:
Erasmus+.

Project title and registration number

Supporting municipality businesses established to increase employment of people disadvantaged in the labor market
Number of grant agreement: PP-2013-012

Project duration

1 October 2013 –28 February 2015

Source of funding/donor

Block grant for NGOs and Partnership Support from the Swiss-Slovak Cooperation Programme, implemented by Ekopolis Foundation in cooperation with SOCIA
Foundation and Carpathian Foundation.

Amount of financial support/grant
Total project budget: €120,910
Amount of support: €108,910
Income in 2015: €7,878
Expenditures in 2015: €7,878

Project partner

Social Business Earth, Switzerland

Project summary

The aim of this project was to transfer Swiss experience with social business to
Slovakia and introduce a module that combines principles of the business sector
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with the principles of social work and regional development. The project activities
concentrated on assisting municipalities in the form of real business opportunities,
making a business plan and financial strategy for the business plan.
The project did not focus on legislative issues in the field of social businesses.
The business plans that resulted from the projects did not rely on public subsidy
schemes.
The aim was to assist municipalities in creating business plans that will allow them to
establish and manage financially-sustainable social businesses. The project heavily
counted on the involvement of volunteers.

Project goal

The aim of the project was to assist selected municipalities to identify business opportunities suitable for establishing a stable social business and then create new
jobs for people disadvantaged in various ways.

Main planned project outputs

• Identification of at least 20 business opportunities for municipalities in the following regions: Banská Bystrica, Košice and Prešov;
• Preparing at least 10 business plans, out of which at least six will be finished so
that social business can start operating and offering ongoing individual support
to municipalities;
• Involving at least 10 volunteers from the business sector into drafting business
plans by providing expertise and supervision.

Main project activities

• Identification of a business opportunity;
• Preparing a business plan;
• Establishing a municipality social business;
• Establishing contacts with the business sector;
• Networking of municipalities that are trying to start a municipality social business;
• Providing seed money necessary to start a municipality social business.

Main project outputs in 2015 (including quantitative indicators)

In 2015, the project was in its last stage, thus, only one seminar titled Final Presentation of Business Plans was organized.
This two-day meeting on 9-10 February 2015 was organized in Čingov and Krompachy. It was an opportunity for the mayors starting municipality social businesses
working with EPIC to meet with the volunteers from the business environment, representatives of the Ekopolis Foundation and those from the University of Economy
in Bratislava that are involved in the project as volunteers. The meeting focused on
evaluation of this one-and-half year project; cooperation of EPIC with 11 municipalities where EPIC had helped to identify business opportunities that will allow for
opening stable social businesses, creating jobs for people who are disadvantaged
in various ways. The result of this close cooperation was to train mayors in how to
establish municipality social businesses, provide assistance in making a strategy
for a municipal business and drafting business plans, all of this with help from 14
volunteers.
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More information on the project:
http://www.epic-org.eu/socialne-podniky/podpora-obecnych-socialnychpodnikov-zalozenych-za-ucelom-zvysenia-zamestnanosti-ludi-znevyhodnenychna-trhu-prace/

Project title and registration number

Strengthening individual capacities through municipality social businesses
Number of grant agreement: 2014-1-SK01-KA204-000486

Project duration

1 September 2014 – 31 August 2017

Source of funding/donor

Erasmus + program funded from EU funds

Amount of grant support/grant

Total project budget: €243,401 (without explicit condition of co-funding)
Income in 2015: €59,975
Expenditures in 2015: €59,975

Project partners

• EPIC ASSIST, Great Britain/Scotland
• Municipality Spišský Hrhov, Slovak Republic
• Open Society, Czech Republic
• NOMADA, Poland
• Premiki, Slovenia

Project summary

Social economy and social businesses established by municipalities has been becoming an ever more popular instrument for local/regional development and involvement of people with low qualifications. Based on the Slovak or foreign experience, a municipality social business is frequently the only tool in the context of small
municipalities to support local development. The main motivation of many municipalities in establishing a municipality social business is to increase employment of
local people. However, experience shows that municipality social businesses that
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work well carry out many activities aimed at training their employees, supporting
their skills and community development, thus enhancing the overall progress of the
municipality.
Even though municipalities are very interested, there is no support structure that
would assist them to get training or skills needed for establishing and successful management of a municipality social business. The
Czech Republic faces a similar situation.
The project responds to the existing need of municipalities in further education on tools and instruments that
may assist in improving the municipal situation (social or
economic), thus also in connection with municipality social businesses. Since there is no such similarly-designed
training program in Slovakia, we will get inspiration from
the project partner countries, namely Slovenia, Poland
and Great Britain. The Czechs have valuable experience
in partial aspects of social businesses (e.g. applying a
social aspect in public procurement that is used more
frequently in the Czech Republic than in Slovakia).
When designing curricula of the training program, special attention will be given to
selected aspects of social business aimed at strengthening capacities of local people (employees of municipality social businesses or municipal inhabitants).
Business entities will also be involved in drafting curricula and implementing the
training program. As in any other business, social entrepreneurship must be built
on a real business plan. The only difference to the common type of entrepreneurship is that profit from a social business is not distributed among shareholders (as in
a standard business) but serves to the benefit of further development of the social
business and its goals, while the social business is fully controlled by the municipal
council. A municipality social business must therefore contain a strong business
element. This will be guaranteed through the involvement of business representatives who will work as trainers in selected areas of the program and will guarantee
the implementation of tasks.
Project information will be disseminated among representatives of academia, the
Department of Sociology at the Faculty of Arts, Comenius University in Bratislava,
the Faculty of Economy, Matej Bel University in Banská Bystrica and the Faculty of
Social Sciences, Charles University in Prague since they are interested in this concept. We will identify other organizations throughout the project implementation,
primarily focusing on the involvement of universities from the Czech Republic and
Slovakia since the curricula will be used mainly by participants from those countries. Involved universities will be offered to use the training program for the benefit
of their students, thus building capacities in municipality social businesses and development of regions in Slovakia.
One of the project goals is to accredit the training program and involve a selected
university into its implementation that would take auspices over this program. This
would significantly increase the credit of the training program and interest of municipality representatives (municipality social businesses) to successfully complete it.
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Project goal

Developing an accredited training program for municipalities in establishing and
managing municipality businesses mainly focused on tourism.
The project will help to achieve the following:
• Creation of an accredited training program guaranteed by a university;
• Involvement of at least five entities from the business sector in implementation of
the training program;
• Identification of an academic institution that will guarantee the training program;
• Involvement of at least 70 municipalities in the training program, while at least
70% of them will finish the program;
• Transforming the curricula of the training program into an e-version;
• Providing for program sustainability upon the formal closure of the project.

Main project activities

• Survey of similar programs implemented abroad and establishing contacts with
identified institutions and training programs;
• Identification of academic institutions, establishing contacts and their involvement in preparation of the training program;
• Creating structure and curricula of the training program;
• Involvement of the business sector;
• Accrediting the training program and cooperation with the university;
• Ongoing transformation of the training program into an e-version that will be
available on the internet for free.

Main project outputs in 2015 (including quantitative indicators)
What we achieved and implemented in 2015:

• Three international project partners’ meetings organized to facilitate information
exchange on examples of good practice;
• Identification of eight examples of good practice on social businesses and identification of seven examples of good practice in education on social businesses in
the four countries involved in the project;
• Cooperation in preparing a university textbook on social businesses published by
the University of Economy in Bratislava (using examples of good practice identified by the project partners);
• Developing a syllabus and content of the training program;
• Established partnership with the University of Economy in Bratislava and Charles
University in Prague, cooperation with five partners from the business community;
• Creating an informal platform of supporters of social entrepreneurship;
• Presenting the project at two conferences.
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Promoting
youth
employment
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Promoting youth employment

Since youth unemployment remained one of the main challenges for Slovakia in
2015, our ambition with implementing this program was to support the capacity
of youth to respond to current requirements of potential employers and focus the
attention of employers on dealing with the challenges of employing young people.

Project title and registration number
Job interview simulator

Project number: 2014-1-SK02-KA205-000269

Project duration:

1 September 2014 – 31 August 2016

Source of funding/donor

EU Erasmus+ Programme funded from EU sources, Iuventa National Agency

Amount of financial support/grant
Total project budget: €213,826
Income in 2015: €89,607
Expenditure in 2015: €89,607

Project partners

• CEiS Ayrshire, Great Britain/Scotland
• EPIC Assist Charity, Great Britain/Scotland
• GRUPO EQ5, Spain

Project summary

The aim of the project is to increase the efficiency and smoothness of transition
of youth – university graduates – from education into employment by preparing
them for job interviews. The training program is implemented in cooperation with
business entities. As part of the program, trained youth workers offer counseling
and interview preparation. For the project to be successful and graduates to have
increased employability, the project must contain networking of various sectors.
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Main project activities

• Job interview simulator – training course for students in the last years of their university;
• Accredited course for youth workers in career counseling and supporting youth
in their preparation for employment;
• Cooperation with the business sector and municipalities in implementing youth
employment programs.

Main project outputs in 2015 (including quantitative indicators)

• Designing a three-day training course for university students aimed at preparing
for job interviews in cooperation with IBM, Poštová Banka, AppelCounselling and
APTECH Europe;
• Implementing three trainings in summer semester 2015 and four trainings in winter semester 2015 for students of four Slovak universities (Comenius University
in Bratislava, Constantine the Philosopher University in Nitra, Alexander Dubček
University in Trenčín, University of SS. Cyril and Methodius). We trained 94 students in their last years at the university, five with a health disability. In winter
semester, the Department of Andragogy at the Faculty of Arts at the Comenius
University in Bratislava launched a subject Simulator of
Job Interviews as an optional course for its students.
• Implementation of a six-day training for youth workers
in Bratislava where we trained 13 youth workers from
across Slovakia in career counseling for youth;
• Participation of 10 youth workers in a three- day training on practical skills in a partner organization, CEiSAyrshire in Scotland;
• Project partners’ meeting in February 2015 organized
by the project leader, EPIC non-profit organization in
Bratislava;
• International partner meeting in Irvin, Scotland in June
2015, organized by the partner organization CEiSAyrshire, followed by a partner meeting organized by Grupo EQ5 in Cuenca, Spain;
• Business breakfast Attracting the Best Young Talent to Your Business in cooperation with the American Chamber of Commerce with the participation of various
business entities in October 2015; the event was organized as a follow up of a
series of events within Youth Employment Week organized in November 2014;
• Successful cooperation on a project with IBM, Poštová Banka, DELL, ČSOB,
APTECH Europe, SmartChoice and AppelCounselling;
• Agreement on membership Nestlé Slovakia with the Alliance for Youth, an association of employers that create, support and implement youth employment
programs across Europe.
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Support of
international work
mobility
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Support of international work mobility
Project title and registration number

ENCOurage Entrepreneurship and Social Innovation (ENCOSI)
Number of project agreement: ENCOSI_CA_20150730

Project duration

1 February 2015 – 31 January, 2017

Source of funding/donor

Erasmus Programme for Young Entrepreneurs implemented within COSME program funded from EU funds

Amount of financial support/grant
Total project budget: €489,752
Total budget for EPIC: €73,793
Total contribution for EPIC: €61,705
Income in 2015: €10,542
Expenditures in 2015: €10,542

Project partners

• OXALIS SCOP SA., France
• COMITE DE BASSIN D’EMPLOI DU SUD LUBERON, France
• INDACO international business developer, Italy
• CALIDOSCOOP, Spain
• SOCIAL ENTERPRISE EUROPE, Great Britain
• SYNTEA, Poland

Project Summary

“Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs” is a cross border exchange program allowing
entrepreneurs starting their businesses to learn from experienced entrepreneurs
abroad who operate in the same area of business.
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Project goal

• Provide for exchange of experience and skills in doing business during a one to
six-month stay with an experienced entrepreneur for 10 starting entrepreneurs
from Slovakia;
• Provide for exchange of experience and skills in the field of business during a one
to six-month stay with an experienced entrepreneur in Slovakia for 10 starting
entrepreneurs from abroad.

Main project activities

• Program management, networking and reporting;
• Establishing contacts with entrepreneurs;
• Program promotion, recruitment of entrepreneurs and add-on services;
• Building alliances with entrepreneurs;
• Support of already involved entrepreneurs.

Main project outputs in 2015 (including quantitative indicators)

Registration of 19 entrepreneurs in IT system of the program (involves individual
support to individual entrepreneurs)
• Individual consultations offered to 34 applicants for project participation;
• Support of one Slovak entrepreneur abroad and two foreign entrepreneurs in
Slovakia;
• Program presentation at four public events
For more information on the project:
http://www.epic-org.eu/medzinarodna-pracovna-mobilita/erasmus-pre-mladych-podnikatelov/

Project name and project registration number
European Voluntary Service - Accreditation

Project number: 2015-1-SK02-KA110-000645

Project duration

1 November 2015 – 21 December 2020

Source of funding/donor

EU Youth in Action Programme, Action 2

Amount of financial support/grant
No financial subsidy

Project goal

• European Voluntary Service (hereinafter “EVS”) allows young people to become
volunteers in one of the countries of the EU or elsewhere in the world.
• EVS allows young people to travel abroad, work as volunteers in the NGO sector
and acquire experience that will assist them in their personal development.
• The aim is not only to enrich the local community but also to work on young peoples’ personal development, and increase their competencies and overall abilities
and skills.
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• The main EVS goal is to support solidarity and tolerance among young people and thus facilitate an experience from informal education. EVS can assist young
people to gain new skills and experience, get informal
education in foreign country, and learn a foreign language, thus supporting their personal and professional growth.
• Accreditation allows the organization to access EVS
and guarantees that minimum quality standards are
met.

Main project activities in 2015

• Participation in accreditation seminar in Hodonín in the
Czech Republic that aimed at explaining the concept
and organization of European Voluntary Service to its participants.
• Accreditation interview with the IUVENTA National Agency accreditation specialist.
• Preparing identification process of volunteers for EVS for the upcoming period.
• Preparing the identification process of hosting organization for volunteers in 2016.

Main project outputs in 2015 (including quantitative indicators)

• Accreditation of the organization for sending volunteers within the European Voluntary Service.
• Inclusion into the database of sending organizations for EVS.
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Support of public
policies
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Support of public policies

The aim of the program is to actively participate in developing an environment that
allows and supports access of vulnerable groups to the open labor market and
their inclusion into society.

Project title and registration number

Better administration procedures within SF implementation in a context of employment opportunities for marginalized Roma
Number of grant agreement: OR2013-10309

Project duration

1 November 2013 – 30 June 2015

Source of funding/donor

OPEN SOCIETY INSTITUTE Budapest through its Making the Most of EU Funds for
Roma Program

Amount of financial support/grant
Total project budget: USD 22,112

(€19,969 – according to the exchange rate as of the beginning of the project)

Amount of contribution: USD 21,312

(€19,246 according to the exchange rate as of the beginning of the project)

Income in 2015: €8,563
Expenditures in 2015: €8,720

Main project goal

The main goal was to introduce better and more efficient administrative procedures
in administration of structural funds with the aim to create more jobs for marginalized Roma in Slovakia.

Main project activities

• Create a template “Contract performance clauses” that would be generally accepted by all stakeholders and used in public procurement in special calls for
proposals submitted within ERDF funding.
• Create a standard scale of unit costs for providing employment services carried
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out within case management that could be used for a specific call for proposals
within ESF.
• Introduce both instruments into OP Human Resources (2014-2020) in Slovakia.
• Support and promote a social aspect in public procurement and advocate for
more output-oriented funding within structural funds earmarked for marginalized
Roma communities.

Main project outputs in 2015 (including quantitative indicators)

In 2015, the project focused on the second area of project activities, calculation of
a standard scale of unit expenditures of providing employment services.
• The methodology of profiling job seekers and presenting it to the Central Office
of Social Affairs and Family of the Slovak Republic and other stakeholders.
• Discussions with individuals and various specialized groups of stakeholders about
the most suitable way of introducing pluralization of employment service providers (about 40 individuals representing various interest and professional groups).
• Launching systematic and expert cooperation with the Central Office of Social
Affairs and Family on using the methodology and profiling in Slovakia.
• Incorporating the proposal on providing employment services for long-term unemployed by non-public providers into the Action Plan of the National Strategy
for Roma Inclusion until 2020 and its recognition by both the Ministry of Labor,
Social Affairs and Family and the Central Office of Social Affairs and Family (calculated unit expenditures are considered to be a key document for drafting a new
financial program).
• Presentation of a module of unit expenditures and profiling at a seminar in May
2015 in Bratislava with the participation of EC/DG Employment (23 participants).
• Creating the following two key documents that contain proposed methodology
of calculating a standard scale of unit expenditures and draft profiling system of
job candidates with the involvement of private providers in the employment service system:
1/ Gerbery, D. and Štefánik, M: Proposal of Profiling of Registered Jobseekers in
the SR for the Purpose of Setting Unit Costs of Employment Services
2/Polačková, Z: Definition of the standard scales of unit costs for the provision of
public employment services for job seekers with long-term perspective of unemployment by the non-public service providers.
The following documents were also prepared within the Program of support of
public policies:
• Description of Australian model of employment services provision as a model for
Slovakia – internal document circulated among expert group.
• Calculation of fiscal costs of social benefits for long-term unemployed in comparison with the potential fiscal benefits related to the employment of the unemployed
person – internal background document.
• Survey (based on the questionnaire) of the cost estimate of the employment services provided to the unemployed person – internal support working document.
The following consultation services for various contractors were offered within the
program, including:
• UNDP Georgia: Assessment of labor market strategy and draft of employment act
of Georgia; Contract value: €1,900.
• The World Bank Group: Dissemination of Handbook for Improving the Living Conditions of Roma at the Local Level; Contract value: €7,595.
• EPIC organized a seminar with an identical title within this commission (Dissemination of Handbook for Improving the Living Conditions of Roma at the Local
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Level) that aimed at informing representatives of state
administration, NGOs and other relevant institutions
working in the field of Roma inclusion on aims and areas covered by the manual. The seminar was held in
Košice on 22 June 2015 and 73 individuals participated in it.
• The Office of Plenipotentiary for Roma Communities
(via PDCS): Expert coordination of revision of global
and partial aims within the Slovak Strategy for Roma Integration in the area of employment; Contract value:
€2,500.
• Budapest Institute, for the needs of the EU Agency
for Basic Rights: local support for the project Local Engagement for Roma Inclusion (LERI); Contract value for
2015: €4,000.
• National Council of Citizens with Health Disability in Slovakia: Preparing background documents for roundtable on Employment in connection with creating
Shadow report of organizations of people with disabilities and other NGOs on implementation of the UN Convention on Rights of People with Disabilities in the Slovak Republic; Contract value: €300; however, the work was performed pro bono.

Overview of income and expenditures

Financial balance at the end of the 2015 accounting period was €140,077.61. The
statement of an independent auditor on financial management of EPIC non-profit
organization is an Attachment to this Annual Report.

Income

In 2015, activities of EPIC non-profit organization were implemented mainly thanks
to financial support of various programs, with the following principal sources:
• Swiss-Slovak Cooperation Programme within enlarged EU via project Support of
Employment of People with Health Disabilities, supported project implementation
Support of municipality social businesses established for promoting employment
of people disadvantaged in the labor market;
• NGO Fund funded from EEA Financial Mechanism 2009-2014 administered by
the Nadácia otvorenej spoločnosti – Open Society Foundation supported the implementation of our project Instruments for increasing employability of people
with a disability;
• Erasmus+ Programme funded from EU funds contributed to the implementation
of two projects, Strengtening individual capacities through municipality social
business and Simulator of job interviews;
• EU Program Erasmus for young entrepreneurs in cooperation with the EU program COSME enabled us to participate in the project ENCOurage Entrepreneurship and Social Innovation/ENCOSI;
• Making the Most of EU Funds for Roma administered by the Institute of Open Society in Budapest supported our activities within the project Better administration
procedures within SF implementation in a context of employment opportunities
for marginalized Roma.
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Total income of EPIC non-profit organization in 2015 was €311,791.

Expenditures

Total expenditures of EPIC non-profit organization in 2015 were €311,931.
The structure of expenditures in 2015 was as follows:
• Material consumption: € 5,415
• Travel costs: €7,229
• Representation costs: €2,516
• Other services: €141,024
• Wages: €40,869
• Social insurance and health insurance: €13,122
• Social costs: €793
• Other costs: €589
• Other taxes and fees: €277
• Special costs: €98,449
• Contribution to other accounting units: €1,460

Membership in other organizations:

In 2015, EPIC non-profit organization was a member of the following organizations
and networks:
• EPIC International
• American Chamber of Commerce in the Slovak Republic
• Socioforum
• Social Innovation Europe

Bratislava, 29 June 2015

President of the Board of Directors

Controller

Prepared by: Mária Nádaždyová, Regional Coordinator for Europe
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Ing. Marta Dvorská, Tehelná 10, 085 01 Bardejov, licencia SKAU č. 361

Independent auditor´s report on financial statements
of the state of affairs as of 12 December 2015 for the
organization´s Board of Directors

EPIC Non-profit organization

Attachment to the report: EPIC Financial Statements
as of 31 December 2015
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Independent auditor´s report to the EPIC Board of Directors
Hereby I declare I have audited the attached financial statements of EPIC non-profit organization
that contain the balance sheet as of 31 December 2015, the profit and loss statement as of 31
December 2015, notes containing a set of important accounting principles and guidelines and
further explanatory notes.
Accountability of the Statutory Body for the financial statements
The statutory body is accountable for assuring the financial statements provide true and
complete information pursuant to Act on Accounting No. 431/2002as amended (hereinafter the
“Act on Accounting“) and for internal controls that the Statutory Body considers to be important
for making financial statements that are accurate, complete and do not contain any major
irregularities, either due to fraud or negligence.
Auditor´s responsibility
My responsibility is to express my opinion on the financial statements based on the performed
audit. The audit is carried out pursuant to International Auditor´s Standards. These standards
require me as the auditor to observe ethical standards and plan the audit so that I can obtain
reasonable assurance that the financial statements do not contain major irregularities.
The audit consists of performing procedures to collect auditing evidence on amounts and data
reported in financial statements. The auditor has discretion to choose respective procedures,
assess risks of major irregularity in financial statements, either due to fraud or negligence.
When assessing risks, the auditor takes into account internal controls relevant for preparing
financial statements that provide true and complete information so that the auditor can prepare
auditing procedures appropriate for given circumstances but not to express an opinion on the
effectiveness of internal controls of a given entity. The audit needs to assess the appropriateness
of the accounting principles and methods used, whether accounting estimates of the statutory
body were appropriate and the evaluation of presented financial statements.
I am convinced that the collected auditing evidence provides sufficient and suitable basis for my
opinion as an auditor.
Opinion
In my opinion, the financial statements provide true and complete information about the
financial situation of EPIC non-profit organization as of 31 December 2015 and results of
its economic activities in the given period and are in line with the Act on Accounting.
Ing. Marta Dvorská
License SKAU No. 361
Auditor´s signature:
8 April, 2016
Auditor´s address:
Tehelná 10, 085 01 Bardejov
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